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Modifying Shoes—Outsole
To increase stability, support and comfort, a wide
variety of modifications can be made to a shoe’s
outside. Whether modifications are needed will
depend on the health conditions affecting the feet
and body, and can be used in conjunction for best
results.
Modifications are made by a pedorthist after
assessing and fitting the appropriate footwear, or
when prescribed by allied health professionals
including podiatrists, physiotherapists and
orthopedic surgeons.
At Happy Feet Pedorthics, we work as part of a
team to get the best outcome for you as quickly as
possible. We are happy to work with your existing
healthcare professionals or can provide
recommendations when needed.
Modifications
Just some of the modifications available at Happy
Feet Pedorthics include:
Relasting
Relasting means that we increase the sole’s surface
area for added support. Relasting can
accommodate conditions including Charcot’s
deformity, pes planus, bunions, a prominent boney
deformity, hallux abducto valgus (HAV), or simply a
wider foot.

Build ups
We can build up a shoe’s sole for reasons like correcting
a leg length difference, heel lifts or adding a rocker sole
(please see our dedicated rocker sole brochure).
Leg length difference
Many people experience pain in the hips, knees and
joints due to a difference in their leg lengths. To even
out their posture, they often need shoes built-up on
one side, which can be done to almost any shoe –
including party shoes!
Heel lifts
These are added to the heel area and taper off through
the midsole to ensure the pitch is correct. A heel lift can
be used for relief on the Achilles tendon and, where
suitable, can also accommodate equinovarus.
Solid Ankle Cushion Heel (SACH)
A SACH is a wedge of shock absorbing material used to
replace a portion of the heel where it strikes the
ground. This helps reduce shock and compensates for
limited or no range of motion at the ankle.

Leather slip
This is a portion of leather used on the sole to make
it easier to walk and not catch the foot on floor
surfaces. A leather slip is especially helpful for
people who have had a stroke and experience drop
foot.
Flare
A rigid extension to the heel or sole, a flare is used
to address instability or give added support.
Depending on the condition, the flare can be made
to the shoe’s medial or lateral section to stabilise
the foot.
Buttress
A buttress is a medial or lateral stabiliser added to
the upper side and sole of a shoe. Normally made
from rigid rubber, a buttress provides more support
than a flare and can help with severe instability in
the hind and/or midfoot, like a Charcot’s deformity.
The added material is extended up through to the
ankle area, which allows more ankle support and
extra stability throughout the foot.
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Where to find us

We assess your feet, measuring both each time
you visit and make a purchase. This is because,
over time, your feet can change.
It’s normal to have two different sized feet, so
we fit the largest foot first and make any
modifications needed to then fit the smaller one.
We can also provide two different shoe sizes.
We select shoes that match your feet’s length
and shape because sizing systems aren’t
standard.
We show you how to wear your shoes
comfortably.
We can fit orthotics and other inserts into your
shoes.
Our experienced team helps you choose shoes
that match your activity.
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Opening Hours
Monday to Friday, 9am to 5pm
One Saturday per month by appointment
Other times by request
Appointments DEFINITELY preferred
Home visits available – fee applies
Laybys welcome
Rebates, government subsidies and claims including TAC, DVA and
WorkCover may apply
Accreditations
Member, Australian Pedorthic Medical Grade Footwear Association
(APMGFA)
Clare Nelson, Certified Medical Grade Footwear Practitioner Number
2515

Unit 5 & 6 134-136 Pascoe Vale Rd
Moonee Ponds VIC 3039
P 03 9326 0266
F 03 9326 0633
info@happyfeetpedorthics.com.au
www.happyfeetpedorthics.com.au
Happy Feet Pedorthics
clare-nelson

What is a Pedorthist?
A Pedorthist assesses and fits clients for medical footwear, modifications and/or orthotic devices. This can include prefabricated and cast
custom footwear.

Regular Clinics
Wagga Wagga, Wodonga
Wonthaggi – Bass Coast

